[Limitations of SMILE (Small Incision Lenticule Extraction)].
Background SMILE is a relatively new technique to correct moderate and high myopia. The limits of SMILE are yet unknown. Methods Literature research using PubMed until October 1, 2016. Results/Discussion Recently presented axial 2D-strain-stress measurements indicate that the biomechanical impairment of the cornea after SMILE and LASIK is comparable. The difference in elastic moduli is statistically not different. The visual rehabilitation after SMILE takes significantly longer (weeks) compared to LASIK (days). The refractive success rate of SMILE is still not as good as that of LASIK (88 % vs. 95 % within ± 0.5 D) but SMILE has caught up during the past years. The problem of reoperations is not yet solved. Conclusion More technical and clinical improvements are required to make SMILE comparable to LASIK regarding success rate and patient convenience. The biomechnical argument pro SMILE has turned out to be weak. To achieve the improvements a commercially competing femtosecond laser would be of advantage.